
understand all languagesPosted by ****JB**** - 2020/08/17 14:59_____________________________________Hello,who has never encountered the problem of not being able to communicate with another player who does not speak the same language as theirs?I think this has happened to all of us before.If you are in this situation, I offer you a quick and easy solution.On your phones, you install Microsoft Translator.This translates the written, spoken, photographed texts and what interests us, it allows to communicate between several interlocutors of different languages.:woohoo: You will just have to send the code of the conversation that you have started on your phone to your partner, or enter the one he will send you.There is also this app available at the following address for thosewho would like to use it on Windows:https://translate.it (I personally connect with my Google+ account).And at the very bottom right, for the phones.Just read this page a little and you will quickly understand that it's super simple.Hoping that this will help us to share more things between us, and especially information on our setups :))Sincerely B) **** JB ****B)PS: send your codes in the game chat, or the lobby :)============================================================================Aw: understand all languagesPosted by Nobody - 2020/08/17 18:59_____________________________________This is a really good idea, and I welcome thatBut I still have to play something with this app============================================================================Re:understand all languagesPosted by ****JB**** - 2020/08/17 19:13_____________________________________Take your time, but I guarantee great satisfaction and significant time savings. To try with the family on two phones for the tests. :)) I tried with my spicy which is from Bangladesh, and now when I enter his shop he has a big smile. Wahouu a French who speaks Bangla.:woohoo: :lol:============================================================================Aw: Re:understand all languagesPosted by Speedeel - 2020/08/17 19:23_____________________________________English:How do you know where you come from? France, England, Brazil, etc.I only know that you (**** JB ****) come from France, like Jackpot or Marco49. With you I write in English or in French.Oh yes, I used Google Translator on the side. I can translate English, French and other languages.@****JB**** one more thing, learn German * fun * :-)Deutsch:Woran erkennt man, woher Du kommst? Frankreich, England, Brasilien usw.Ich weiÃŸt nur, dass Du (****JB****) aus Frankreich kommst, wie Jackpot oder Marco49. Bei Dir schreibe ich auf Englisch oder auf FranzÃ¶sich.Ach ja, ich nutzte nebenbei Google Ãœbersetzter. Da kann ich Englisch, FranzÃ¶sich und anderen Sprache Ã¼bersetzten.============================================================================Re:understand all languagesPosted by ****JB**** - 2020/08/17 22:43_____________________________________What I do know is that you, Speedeel, haven't read how the translator works. :)You take care of your language: so you put German and write in German. And I put French and I write in French.You write in German and I receive in French and vice versa.To put it simply, you don't have to worry about the language of the person with whom you communicate. :)**** JB ****============================================================================
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